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Yip identifies four sets of â€œindustry globalization driversâ€• that underlie Cost globalization driversâ€”the opportunity
for global scale or scope.

Other financial organizations, such asJ. Product Development Costs. A favorable ratio of sales value to
transportation cost enhances the company's ability to concentrate production. To sum up the complex
economic geography of the automotive industry, we can say that global integration has proceeded the farthest
at the level of buyer-supplier relationships, especially between automakers and their largest suppliers. Large
corporations such as DuPont, Boeing, or GE demand the same level of quality in the products and services
they buy no matter where in the world they are procured. Even the food industry in Europe, renowned for its
diversity of taste, is now a globalization target for major food multinationals. Internationalizing the core
strategy through international expansion of activities and through adaptation. It also increases currency risk by
incurring costs and revenues in different countries. A second way to cut costs is by exploiting lower factor
costs by moving manufacturing or other activities to low-cost countries. Lasdy, investing in nonglobal sources
of competitive advantage, such as superior technology, may yield greater returns than global ones, such as
centralized manufacturing. Motorola found that many of their electronics products were excluded from the
Japanese market because these products operated at a higher frequency than was permitted in Japan. Typically,
the global customer pushes for the lowest country price to become the global price. Global Customers.
Economies of Scale and Scope. In contrast, competitive drivers are entirely in the realm of competitor choice.
A global strategy approach to market participation can incur an earlier or greater commitment to a market than
is warranted on its own merits. Within regions, there is a gradual investment shift toward locations with lower
operating costs: the U. Activity concentration distances customers and can result in lower responsiveness and
flexibility. Companies frequently promote a product as, for example, "the leading brand in the United States.
For example, British television authorities do not allow scenes of children pestering their parents to buy a
product. Whether conscious of this or not, Toyota has begun a concerted effort to penetrate the German
market: between and , Toyota doubled the number of cars produced for the German market. For example, the
dominance of national government customers offsets the globalization potential from other industry drivers,
because government customers typically prefer to do business with their own nationals. Political pressure for
local production has driven automakers to set up final assembly plants in many of the major established
market areas and in the largest emerging market countries, such as Brazil, India, and China. Later that year,
Electrolux acquired White Consolidated Industries, the third largest American appliance manufacturer. Often,
standards are set with protectionism in mind. Recently volatile exchange rates have required companies that
concentrate their production to hedge their currency exposure. So Unilever's attempt to expand participation in
a rival's home market backfired to allow the rival to expand participation in Unilever's home markets. This
integrated production strategy would greatly enhance companies' bargaining power at the expense of unions.
Competitive Moves In a multidomestic strategy, the managers in each country make competitive moves
without regard for what happens in other countries. Business A does so with a low level of strategy
globalization to match the low globalization potential of its industry e. Prices get so low that profit is
insufficient to sustain any competitor. Centralized purchasing of new materials can significantly lower costs.
For example, in the European major appliance industry, globalization forces seem to have reversed. Market
Drivers One aspect of globalization is the steady convergence of customer needs. Changes over Time Finally,
industry evolution plays a role.


